


This morning the children had been playing with the ani-

mals inside so when we went outside Miss Stacey decid-

ed to help them set up some animal play outside as well. 

After she got out the tray, the children helped bring 

buckets of sand over and tip them in.  We then collected 

the animals and placed them in the tray.  The children 

had fun playing with the animals and making animal 

noises. 

 

When Miss Briohny arrived she had a special treat for 

the children. They watched patiently while she set up a 

mat and put cups, plates and spoons down. She then put 

some teddy bears out and the children had a teddy bear 

picnic, adding their own bears to the mat.  

 

Yoonu, Azalea and Thomas picked up books from the 

reading area and brought them out for Miss Stacey to 

read. The children enjoyed listening to a range of books 

in the sunshine. 



Today we continued with book week by creating some 

potato masher sheep. We chose to create sheep today 

due to some of the children’s favourite story being the 

green sheep. Selecting one of the potato mashers they 

pressed it into the red, green or blue paint before stamp-

ing them onto the paper. The children chose to lay their 

sheep out in different positions. When the sheep are dry 

we will ass some googly eyes and draw on their legs and 

faces.  



Mr. B made an appearance today to have an-

other music and movement  lesson with the 

children. They repeated the same actions of 

clapping, touching their cheeks whilst making 

an “sss” sound, and stomping their feet along 

to fast beats and songs like “Shake it off” by 

Taylor Swift. The children feel confident with 

copying Mr. B’s dance moves and always en-

joy dancing alongside friends. 



We had a very special visit today from Pirate Patsy. The 

children loved the story he read them called ‘We’re Go-

ing on a Treasure Hunt’. Each child had a turn at lifting 

ther flaps on the pages to see if they could find treasure. 

After the book, the children had fun catching bubbles 

while Pirate Patsy made them a balloon each.  



As it was raining on Tuesday we were unable to 

have our Teddy Bear Picnic, so Miss Briohny set 

up the mat during outdoor play this morning as a 

picnic. The children used the tea set to make 

coffee, tea and juice, they also took turns feeding 

the bears. As the children enjoyed our picnic we 

brought it inside and set it up at the mirrored ta-

ble. The children spent the morning playing with 

the bears and enjoying the picnic. 

After rest time the children will have a teddy bear 

picnic for afternoon tea.  



LEARNING OUTCOMES ACHIEVED: LO1, 

1.4, LO2, 2.1, LO3,3.1, 3.2, LO4, 4.1, 4.4, 

LO5, 5.1, 5.3 

Today the children had a teddy bear picnic during outdoor play, they 

enjoyed the picnic so much that we brought it in for indoor play as 

well. We had a visit from Pirate Patsy today who read us a story and 

made us some balloon swords. For afternoon tea we enjoyed a ted-

dy bear picnic outside on the mat with some cupcakes and fruit.  





Tomorrow is Book week day, 

please remember to bring your 

child in dressed up as their fa-

vourite book character :) 



Stringray 
Staff Name Briohny Stacey Taylor 

Shift 8.00-4.30 7.15-3.30 9.30-6.00 

Date 26/8/21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Thursday Lunch 
12.30-1.30 11.45-12.30 1.30-2.30 

Child Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle 

SPENCER ALL MOST most 12.40- all 

KEASTON ALL MOST most 1.30-   

YOONU ALL MOST most 12.00-   

THOMAS ALL ALL most RESTED   

AZALEA MOST MOST most 12.45-   

OLIVIA SOME SOME most RESTED   

HANSON ALL MOST most 11.40-   

SAI SOME + OWN SOME most 12.15-1.05   

SAMIK MOST SOME most 1.05-1.30   

GURSHABAD OFFERED OWN FOOD most 11.40-1.40   

VIOLET LATE ALL most RESTED   

MARWIN LATE ALL most 12.30-1.35   

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   ROCKMELON, APPLE AND STRAWBERRY WITH YOGHURT 
Morning 
Tea   ROCKMELON AND APPLE WITH YOGHURT 

Lunch CHILLI CON CARNE 

Alternate lunch BEAN AND VEGETABLE NACHOS 
Afternoon 
tea   raspberry muffins with fruit slices 


